Bug Me Video

Bug Me Video series of do it yourself VW repair videos on DVD

We are a family owned business that began producing videos in 1998 to help owners of the aircooled Volkswagens to be able to repair and maintain their own vehicles. This is a continuing series that in the end aspires to cover every possible repair there could be. We could write a book about efforts that have gone into the production of these videos. We are very proud of the product that we have been able to produce through the perseverance of our family efforts.

The videos are shot and edited with the latest available technology and all the content as well as our labels and logo has the copyright protected by the federal government and is the intellectual property of Bug Me Video Inc. We do all we can to guard this right of copy to insure that when our VW friends buy one of our videos that they are getting the genuine article. We vigorously seek the prosecution of anyone that tries to cheat us out of what is rightfully ours by copying and selling our videos for an undeserved profit.